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Electricity meter flashing 88888

Home Forum &gt; How... &gt; Electrics UK &gt; Discussion in Electrics UK started by angularbanjo, 25 August 2013. (You need to sign in or sign up to respond here.) Related Threads Home Forum &gt; How... &gt; Electrics UK &gt; The SRP meter in your home monitors your daily power consumption. Below are explanations on how to
read each type of meter for our basic pricing plan options, time of day, customer generation and electric vehicle (EV). Meters Landis + Gyr You can read this meter using the LCD display on the meter itself. To read the kW request, wait for the meter's LCD display to loop to code 10. The code appears in area 3: see legend. The maximum
kW for the day will be displayed; this is the maximum average load over an interval of 15 or 30 minutes, depending on the pricing plan, for the day. Description of the reading code 0 Code 0 - Time of day (HH. MM) 2 Code 2 – Date (MM DD YY) 3 Code 3 – Total reading kWh (includes on- and off-peak readings) 4 Code 4 – KWh 5 On-
peak 5 - Off-peak kWh 7 Code 7 - KWh super off-peak (EV pricing plan only) 10 KW maximum - This is the maximum average load for the day taken over an interval of 15 or 30 minutes, depending on the pricing plan. If you want to view historical daily readings for this meter, you can do so online using My Account. Landis + Gyr solar
meter The Landis + Gyr meter also works for homes with a solar electrical system. The indicators at the bottom of the reading show the flow of electricity. Description of the reading code When the indicators move from right to left, the solar system produces energy and sends it to SRP. When indicators move from left to right, your home is
the purchasing power from the SRP system. Elster REX elster REX meters include REX1, REX2 and REX2 solar meters. Quantities measured: REX counters can display both energy and demand values. Energy values can be viewed in five digits. If the quantity requires fewer digits, the main zeros are used. If you use TOU measurement,
counters can display the amount of energy for each speed. The rate identifier shows the appropriate rate for each quantity. Refer to the following images to see the sample displays that rex counters will scroll through. The corresponding codes and descriptions are as follows: REX1 This meter can be read using the LCD on the meter itself.
Reading Description Code 8888.88 Display Test t Time of day (military time) kWh Total kWh read (includes on- and off-peak readings) Rate A kWh On-peak kWh (TOU customers only) Off-peak C kWh KWh rate (TOU customers only) If you want to view historical daily readings for this meter, you can do so using My Account. REX2 This
meter can be read using the LCD on the meter itself. Reading Description Code 8888.88 Display Test t Time of day (military time) kWh Total kWh bed (includes on- and off-peak readings) T A kWh On-peak kWh (TOU customers only) T C kWh KWh off-peak (TOU customers only) If you want to view historical daily readings for this meter,
you can do it online using My My My KWh off-peak (TOU customers only) If you want to view historical daily readings for this meter, you can do so online using My My My KWh off-peak (TOU customers only) If you want to view historical daily readings for this meter, you can do it online using My My My KWh off-peak (TOU customers
only) If you want to view historical daily readings for this meter, you can do it online using My My My KWh off-peak (TOU customers only) If you want to view historical daily readings for this meter, you can do it online using My My My KWh off-peak (TOU customers only) If you want to view historical daily readings for this meter, you can do
it online using My My My KWh off-peak (TOU customers only) If you want to view historical daily readings for this meter, you can do it Rex2 solar meter REX2 also works one meter away for a house with a solar electrical system. The arrows at the bottom of the display show the flow of electricity. The left arrow indicates when the solar
system produces power and sends it to SRP. The right arrow shows when your home is purchasing power from the SRP system. Flashing arrows indicate the amount of energy you're buying or selling. The faster the flashing, the higher the power that is purchased or sold. Reading Description Code Indicates that solar panels are
producing energy purchased by SRP Indicates that energy is purchased from the A3T SRP Elster meter This meter can be read using the LCD on the meter itself. Reading Description Code 888 Display Test 0 Time of day (military time) 1 Day of week 2 Date 3 Total kWh 4 KWh peak (Fare A) 5 KWh non-peak (Rate C) 7 KWh super off-
peak (rate D only - EV price plan) 10 KW maximum - This is the maximum average load for the day taken over an interval of 15 or 30 minutes , depending on the pricing plan. If you want to view historical daily readings for this meter, you can do so online using My Account. Back at the top Regresar at the beginning SRP mechanical
meters use the following mechanical counters. Digital: The digital meter displays numbers in four or five windows. If you have this counter, simply record the numbers (for example, in Figure 1, reading would be 8304). Dial: Most SRP counters are dial-type meters with four or five clock-like faces numbered clockwise and counterclockwise
(see Figure 2.). For these meters, you need to read the dials from right to left, depending on the direction of the arrow. Follow these guidelines when reading dials: If the pointer is between two numbers, record the lowest number. (Unless it's 9 and 0, so you should record the 9.) If the pointer is directly on a number, look at the dial on the
right. If the pointer is between 9 and 0, register the smallest number. If it is between 0 and 1, record the largest number. To calculate usage, read the numbers recorded for each dial from left to right (the sample reading would be 9079). To determine how many kilowatt hours (kWh) you used, subtract the previous reading from the current
reading and multiply the difference by the counter multiplier, which can be found on your meter. If you have any questions about the meter, please call an SRP customer service representative at (602) 236-8888. Back at the beginning Regresar at the time-of-use meters SRP uses the following counters for some ACCOUNTS on the TOU
price plan (E-26). The following are the types of TOU counters, listed by the manufacturer. Every displays not only kilowatt-hours (kWh) usage, but also other information. For information about how to read the meter, locate the instructions and diagram for the following type of meter, and refer to the legend on the right. ABB/Elster Counter
(EEM) The display will show a three-digit ID code on the left. The right side of the display will show of the code. The display will automatically change approximately every six seconds. Refer to the following image to display a sample view. The code and corresponding description are as follows: Reading Description Code 888 Display Test
(8.8.8.8.8) 000 Time of Day (Military Time) ** 001 Day of the Week (1= Sunday, 2 = Monday, etc.) 002 Date (month-day-year) 003 Total kWh 004 KWh 005 Out of peak kWh NOTE: when meter information recycles, a blinker A or B on the left side of the meter display indicates the meter speed; i.e. A=on-peak, B=off-peak. A flashing letter
on the right side of the display is the voltage indicator. A flashing arrow indicates the direction of the electric current flow. Back to top Regresar at schlumberger meter principle The display will show a three-digit ID code on the left just for test mode. The remaining ID codes are two digits displayed on the left. The right side of the display will
show the description of the code. The display will automatically change approximately every six seconds. Refer to the following image to display a sample view. The code and corresponding description are as follows: Reading description code 888 Display Test (8.8.8.8)01 Time of day (military time) ** 02 Date (Month-Day-Year) 03 Total
kWh 04 KWh 05 Out of peak kWh Return to damaged meters Regresar at the beginning Most metro problems are the result of vandalism, tampering, or an accident. If the glass protective cover or gaskets on the meter are broken, it may not work properly. Do not try to adjust or repair the meter. Instead, call a customer service
representative at (602) 236-8888. Back at the top Regresar at the beginning published 7 years ago I just received a letter from EoN saying they had to change my electric meter (which, granted, is probably over 50 years old). [1] Since the Big Boys who run our entire society these days are often guilty of (a) sleight of hand that the lower
form of barrow-boy would be proud of and (b) frequent incompetence... is there anything I need to be aware of? I'm sorry if the above seems to be overly skeptical, but - shake off - y'know ... TIA John [1] It actually comes from their contractor, but it's on EoN letterhead. And for the record I've been pretty happy with EoN in the different
years we've been with them. published 7 years ago You may want to find out if they intend to adapt to a smartmeter. It depends on your point of view whether I would welcome it (lack of dealing with cards you were out, internal display and online history) or try to dissuade them (remote disconnection, potential to be hacked, potential to
snoop on usage patterns). Just one point photograph the meter showing the reading immediately before removal and the same for the new one at installation if it is not zero. You know, as in the case ;) published 7 years ago Make sure you know the meter reading before they take away the old one. Also note the date. (There may be a



change in the price of electricity.) electricity.) even the new one, (which may not be zero). published 7 years ago I had smart meters mounted by EoN last year. It works well. The only problem was that the in-form gas experienced a failure in the plant dating back years (the on/off valve lever could fall into the ON position). He called the gas
distribution people who repaired it for free. I was out of gas for eight hours. I don't know if you're double fuel, but if your gas meter is as old as your electricity meter I'd wait for warmer weather. Another Dave published 7 years ago In the article, Andy Burns writes: EoN changed my electricity meter last year. The new one is not a smart
meter, but just a simple electronic meter. The installer said he hasn't seen smart meters yet. published 7 years ago that would be because they have smart meter installers that make all smart meters. My smart energy display is dead, so they're coming to fit a new one. Because they can't send me a new brick of power, that's a good
question they can't answer. posted 7 years ago I have to be a subregional thing then, my smartmeters were mounted by E.on posted 7 years ago Yes, I like the photographic idea of the old in situe and the new in situe both with a burned in time and date. Make sure the camera clock is set correctly. B-) A meter change shouldn't trigger it,
but a careful examination of the bill that covers the meter change is a good idea. If something is likely to go wrong, it will be the insertion of meter readings (and counter numbers) into the billing system. Verify that the supply number, meter numbers, meter readings, and tarrif are all correct. published 7 years ago IIRC the REC have a legal
obligation to change the meter every ten years, although in practice this may not happen. It might seem like 50 years, but I doubt it's been a continuous service all that time. Those who want were used to go back to be reconditioned, recalibrated and then reinstalled elsewhere. These days I suspect they are wiped out in part because it will
cost too much to employ qualified restructuring/calibration people and switching to electronic smart meters. Shouldn't we all have smart meters by now? published 7 years ago Not so much can as it absolutely does not. published on: February 23, 2013 18:19:46 +0000 It doesn't seem like 50 years at all? Be prepared to wait all day and
expect them not to show up. released 7 years ago Our electric meter was changed in '04 by the old rotating disc Met-Vickers one that made this modern! Formatting links They came when they said they would. of the gas they sent a letter (2003?) citing regulator says we have to do it but they never got up and haven't heard anything since.
We stayed all day anyway and it was summer. The strange thing was that the gas meter is newer (perhaps in 1986 - when we installed a plastic hose through the garden). published 7 years ago I had one of these from EON, I duly made an appointment agreeing to be all day; they didn't show up, and they didn't contact me. Next time I had
the standard standard I wrote to them, told them in view of their past performance that I would no longer make appointments, gave them my mobile phone and told them when they were in the area that they could give me a ring on the day and I would commit to staying if possible (the house is occupied 80% of the time). I had no answer to
that, but later I received another standard letter. I answered with a copy of the first one. I had no answer, but I received three more standard letters at intervals of a couple of months, which I ignored. Now I have changed supplier and wait for developments! published 7 years ago In the article, I video the faces of the guys and the id badge
then wandered around to show the meter reading using my phone. The guy seemed perfectly pleased with this, and said he was a good ideal and would recommend it :-) Darren published 7 years ago Much needed! When my meter was changed a few years ago, the guy who did it had no idea how to read an analog meter, and recorded
a figure as higher than it actually was. When I got into a fight with him, he reluctantly changed the card he left me, but when I received the next account, I saw that his original figure had been entered into the system. I changed the bill, but it was a lot of hassle. published 7 years ago Photograph the old meter, with clear reading, before they
remove it, then photograph the new one immediately after installation. published 7 years ago On February 23, mine was changed about 15 years ago because it was too old (code date 1976) the replacement had a date code of 1952 (but presumably recalibrated). About 5 years later I changed supplier. The new supplier has changed the
meter for one of the newest electronic types, but it is only a basic meter and needs to be read locally. (it's in a cubicle). The gas meter (closed in the garage) was also changed about 15 years ago. it replaced one that measured in Cu meters with one in Cu ft, but the replacement has a grip (network style) on it for remote measurement,
which is not used. published 7 years ago Things in the last year I met after customers had a meter change. Tails not tightened properly in a new meter. (the complaint was buzzing) New meter set on an economy 10 tarriff not economy 7 (complaint heaters are always hot and the last bill was huge) Queues connected incorrectly. (complaint
was the power kept shutting down overnight) Later at first it was a bit of a foreman, but the monkey that had changed the meter connected things so that only the neutral tail went through an RCD to the storage heater consumption unit. The meter was changed in March and it was only in October that the problem became apparent when
the customer used the heaters of for the first time. 2 of the above meters in which it was modified by Siemens on behalf of EDF. Fes. Fes.
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